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Welcome to your…

A big Guild of Energists WELCOME to you ahead of our annual celebration
of all things modern energy, the GoE Energy Conference 2017!
This is a special early preview of this year’s conference in Eastbourne, with
a full preview, schedule and presenter line-up to follow in the Autumn ahead
of the conference on November 11-12 at The View Hotel on Eastbourne’s
sparkling seafront.
We can confirm that GoE president Silvia Hartmann will be taking to the
stage at least twice at the conference, including a keynote talk that she has provisionally
labelled “Energy Magic”. Silvia has also confirmed that she will be exhibiting many of her
art pieces in an Energy Art exhibition.
Also returning to speak at the conference this year is conference organiser and GoE CEO
Alex Kent who is presenting an enthusiastic and exciting talk called “The Energy of
Attraction”, one that will undoubtedly draw a lot of attention!
We can also confirm that GoE Energy Conference favourites including prolific trainers
Sandra Hillawi, Jorge Vence, Barbara Saph and Ilka Wandel, business expert Jimmy Petruzzi,
Angel EFT creator Susan Browne, and many more popular presenters will be returning to
the conference this November.
We hope you enjoy this early look at the GoE Energy Conference 2017!
- GoE Energy Conference Co-Organiser
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GoE Energy Conference 2017 Here is an early look at some* of the GoE Energy Conference 2017 presenters and the topics
they’ll be covering. The full list of conference speakers, talks and schedule will be revealed in
the Autumn.
* All GoE Energy Conference presenters and workshops are subject to change.

Energy Magic ~ Silvia Hartmann
GoE president and director of courses Silvia Hartmann has confirmed that
she’ll be giving two talks at this year’s GoE Energy Conference. These
include a keynote talk provisionally entitled “Energy Magic” and a further
talk, with the details yet to be confirmed. Silvia will also be hosting a
“Modern Energy Art Exhibition” during the conference, more details of that
can be found on Page 8.
~ Silvia Hartmann started The GoE in 1998 to provide organisational
support, a sensible training program and the back up to help early users of
EFT gain practise insurance so they could get to work helping people with their emotions. 19
years on, she is absolutely thrilled to be the first president of The Guild of Energists, and
leading the way in modern energy education and personal development across the world.

Fearless Public Speaking with EMO & EFT
~ Beth Fitzgerald
How can we deliver a powerful speech about energy when we are coming from
a place of fear? Ironically, maybe that is precisely the place we should come
from. Beth will approach the fear of public speaking from three spaces:
1. Breaking down fear (mind,body,energy)
2. Applying EMO Energy in Motion, EFT, and future aspect work.
3. Time-tested tips from her 20+ years of public speaking experience.
We are all passionate about energy, and we want to share our knowledge so
we can help others. Therefore, to change the world, we must overcome this fear so we deliver
powerful talks about energy awareness.
In this workshop you will leave with a deeper understanding of the fear behind public speaking,
We will do real-time exercises in EMO, EFT, and Future Aspect work so you have practical
hands-on applications, Finally, you will get easy to apply public speaking tips that will make your
next presentation powerful, engaging, and FUN!
~ Beth Fitzgerald is an Energy EFT Master Practitioner, certified life coach, certified John Maxwell
Coach, speaker, and trainer. Beth’s previous background was on Wall Street. She graduated
from Rutgers University in 1987, with majors in Economics and English.
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Raising Your Love Vibration To A +10 ~ Wendy Fry
In this insightful presentation Wendy Fry will share with you how to work
with the energy of love and guide you to reconnect to, or create, a new
sense of unending and unconditional love using your own Creative
Template and discovering the fountain of love within.
The powerful techniques shared will offer you the opportunity to create
different outcomes for your future regardless of your past experiences
of love and assist you in raising your love vibration to a +10.
The power of the positives awaits you!
~ Wendy Fry, GoE Trainer, specialises in improving relationships to self and others. Her
magical toolkit includes: Modern Energy Healing, EFT, Energy Coaching, Modern Stress
Management, Positive EFT, EMO Energy In Motion, Matrix Reimprinting, Matrix Birth
Reimprinting Hypnotherapy, Life Coaching, NLP and Picture Tapping Technique.

Angel EFT & Proxy Tapping: Engaging Your Angelic
Power Team ~ Susan Browne
Do you love helping other people, and sometimes get frustrated as they
don’t seem to want to help themselves?
● Do you get overwhelmed by fear and negativity in the world?
● Would you love to feel you are really making a difference?
In this inspiring talk, learn advanced techniques to involve the angels in
realising your potential as an energist and healer. Enjoy engaging your
own Angelic Power Team and becoming an authentic help to others, and
in the world generally. Learn when and how to delegate to the angels when you are taking
on things that are too much for you to carry.
~ Susan Browne, author of “Angel EFT” (DragonRising, 2016), helps people to connect with
the angels and step into their greatest self. Based in Ireland, Susan is a GoE Trainer and
delivers Angel EFT workshops and 1:1’s internationally.

The Energy of Attraction ~ Alex Kent
This is a talk on the energy interplay between couples in this most primal
and intimate of dances. Seduction is a game for two, yet the journey
between first contact and sex is often not the well-lubricated interaction
both players would wish it to be.
For the majority, approach anxiety, self doubt, low confidence,
unpracticed social skills and negative thoughts are the reason why finding
love is often referred to as “getting lucky".
Yet, as energists, we have unique tools for helping people succeed all
the way from thinking about meeting someone, to the first “Hello”, to the bedroom and
beyond. These approaches are the antithesis to online dating, Dutch courage, staying up
late, low confidence and feeling unlucky in love.
This presentation is a must for professional energy coaches seeking to help their clients
awaken and heighten their first circuitry, as well as anyone interested in gaining those
benefits for themselves. You’ll discover new ideas for gaining inner confidence and learn
breakthrough approaches on meeting, attracting and enchanting whomever takes your
fancy.
~ Alex Kent is the CEO of The Guild of Energists and is responsible the day-to-day operations
and software development for our websites. He joined The GoE in 2002 and has been an
integral part of our success these past two decades.
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Your Happiness Matters ~ Ferris Jay
Does your happiness matter to you? Does it matter to your clients? Is it easy
for you to be happy?
Too often our happiness is linked to circumstance, yet feeling good, being
happy and living at +10 are our natural energy states, and can be achieved
no matter what is happening in our lives.
In this presentation Ferris Jay explores how we can best tune into happiness,
and raise our own and our clients happiness levels, regardless of current
circumstance. She’ll be sharing top tips from her journey towards living life at
+10, including working with Modern Stress Management and Energy EFT.
~ Ferris Jay is an GoE Trainer, Practitioner and Uplifter from Ireland. For the last 16 years she has
been helping people and animals to thrive and overcome adversity. Known as ‘The Thought
Gardener’ she helps people cultivate positive thoughts, habits and energy flow.

Marketing & Promoting Yourself ~ Jimmy Petruzzi
Self promotion is an important element your journey as a professional. People
who thrive in business are the ones who naturally market themselves to the
right people, in the right way. You can be the best practitioner or energist in
your field, although if you do not market yourself in the right way, you will not
attract business.
● Who’s your audience?
● What are you trying to sell?
● What are you trying to achieve?
● How can you be more proactive?
Promoting yourself online, writing press releases, useful marketing tools, networking and making
a good impression is all key. This talk will help you achieve these goals and much more.
~ Jimmy Petruzzi is a world-renowned performance coach and NLP, CBT and Hypnotherapy
expert. For over 15 years he has worked, and continues to work with many top organisations,
businesses and associations, helping them achieve peak performance in all aspects of their lives.

Being Authentically You In Your Energy Business
~ Barbara Saph
This talk focuses on being yourself energetically, acting with authenticity and
integrity to be your own best person, projecting that authentic energy self
into your business and with your clients to achieve more success for yourself
and those clients.
You'll learn how to energetically assess outside influences and trends so you
can select and filter what will be the most benefit for you and your business.
In addition you'll learn how to set unique energetically correct goals for you and your business
entity, however large or small it is, and also marketing it authentically, with The SUE Scale,
so that it works for you even if it doesn’t for anyone else.
~ Barbara Saph is an experienced GoE Trainer, Hypnotist, Intuitive Personal Coach, Mentor
and the tutor of the GoE’s Energy Healing For Animals course. Barbara helps many people find
their passions, power and purpose in life.

GoE Trainers & popular speakers Sandra Hillawi, Jorge Vence, Susan Kennard,
Terry Lynch, Lorna Firth, Jacqueline Besseling & Ilka Wandel are also confirmed
for the GoE Energy Conference 2017, with more presenters to be added soon!
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Pre & Post Conference Training Courses
Before and after the GoE Energy Conference (11-12 November) you have the option of attending
a wide range* of GoE modern energy courses get the most out of your stay in Eastbourne. The
dates and trainers for these pre/post conference courses have not been confirmed yet, if you’d
like to register your interest for a particular course, please contact us: GoE.ac/Contact

The three-day EMO Energy
In Motion Master Practitioner
course, created by Silvia
Hartmann, is recognised by The
GoE as being one of the most advanced, yet
deceptively simple energy techniques
available today.

Modern Energy Coach,
created by Silvia Hartmann
and Jorge Vence, is a NEW
four unit professional level
GoE course for those that
have completed Modern Stress Management
Foundation or Professional. More details TBC.

Modern Energy Healer, is a
NEW course for 2017 written
and created by Silvia
Hartmann. The perfection
and simplicity of the touch of
the hand and taking the concept of the "healing
touch" to a whole new level.
Experience the untold power of joy in giving
and receiving healing on a whole new level direct, hands on healing powered by MODERN
energy in this beautiful two day course.

The one-day Modern Stress
Management Foundation
course, created by Silvia
Hartmann, is a four unit training
that teaches you the fundamental techniques
needed to take back control from stress and
help yourself, friends, family and groups.

Modern Stress Management
Professional, created by
Silvia Hartmann, is a live
training and distance learning
course with eight modules that includes:
● Advanced self stress management for the
professional
● Creating personalised Modern Stress
Management plans for individual clients
● Creating Modern Stress Management
plans for relationships, groups and teams
● Creating Modern Stress Management
programs for business and institutions.
This is a practical, hands on course which
comes with a large amount of support
documents, ready made charts and
presentations, sample approach letters and
more, as well as an in depth and
comprehensive manual.

Coming Soon - MODERN ENERGY TAPPING!
*Course selections are subject to change
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Silvia Hartmann’s
Modern Energy Art Exhibition
For the first time at the GoE Energy Conference,
Silvia Hartmann’s “Modern Energy Art Exhibition”
will be on display for all delegates to explore as part
of your conference ticket!

“Featuring "Cosmic Energy Art" around the concepts of
the Grand Universal Procession, the future orientation
and forward movement of all there is, discover the power
of Modern Energy Art to make your timeline sparkle!”
Silvia Hartmann

Saturday Night Energy Party!
The GoE Energy Conference sees
the return of our famous
Saturday Night Energy Party,
fondly remembered as a
fantastic way to un-wind,
mingle and dance the night
away
with
your
fellow
energists after a memorable
first day of experiences and
learning at the conference! Entry to
the party is included in your conference ticket,
and a professional DJ is on hand to take all
your song requests!
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The Conference Eastbourne, East Sussex is well connected
by major roads and has a direct line to
London Gatwick Airport (60 minutes) and
London Victoria rail station (90 minutes).
Once you arrive at Eastbourne station you
can choose between either a short taxi-ride
or a relaxing one mile walk through the
bustling town centre. There is also an
abundance of street parking available next
to the hotel for just £2.00 for up to 10 hours.

Address - The View Hotel, Grand
Parade, Eastbourne, East Sussex,
BN21 4DN, United Kingdom

Conference Venue Placed perfectly at the heart of Eastbourne's historic seafront is The View Hotel, a three-star hotel
highly rated for its value and service. Once you step out of any of the hotel’s many sea-facing
balconies it is easy to understand why they have changed their name from “The Eastbourne
Centre” to reflect the gorgeous and unrestricted views across the English Channel.
The View Hotel can be found right on the seafront, and there are plenty of hotels in the
area that accommodate for all budgets. There are also plenty of eateries in the area catering
for all dietary needs.
As well as these high-quality offerings, The View also offers a free English breakfast for
hotel guests, facilities for disabled guests, free WiFi in all rooms, a roof terrace with stunning
panoramic views, and much more. Find out more about The View Hotel by visiting their
website: TheViewHotelEastbourne.com or by phoning them on +44 01323 433900.
“When you stay beside the sea, isn’t it great to have a balcony, your own private little
space, where you can just kick back and relax and look out at the view? Well, that’s
what sets us apart. We’re the only hotel on the seafront that can offer that from every
one of the rooms on the front of our hotel, it’s true!
“A great stay at a hotel doesn’t just come from a pretty view. Staying with us, whether
it’s for a break at the seaside or a convenient place to stay while travelling on business,
means that you will be well looked after and have everything you could possibly want.
“Put plain and simply, we want you to know that... you’re welcome.” The View Hotel
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Conference Host Town Eastbourne is a beautiful seaside town on
the southern coast of the UK and is situated
approximately 17 miles East of Brighton and
65 miles south of London.
Within walking distance of the venue is
the South-Downs National Park and also
Beachy Head which is the highest chalk sea
cliff in Great Britain and a designated area
of outstanding natural beauty. This
sheltered
position
contributes
to
Eastbourne’s title of sunniest place in Great
Britain – perfect for the GoE's annual energy
gathering.
Also within a few hundred yards of The View Hotel is Eastbourne's famous pier and town
centre, with its wide selection of restaurants, bars, cafés and shops.
Eastbourne was relatively slow to transform itself into a seaside resort. When King George
III sent his children to Sea Houses in 1780, it was still just a busy fishing village. It's thanks
to the arrival of the railway in 1849 that Eastbourne owes much of its popularity.
Today, Eastbourne remains a traditional holiday town. In more recent times, it has also
diversified to become a busy conference and business town, including hosting large events
including the Aegon International tennis tournament and Airbourne, the world’s biggest free
seafront air show.

Eastbourne’s Top 3 Restaurants
Did you know that many of Eastbourne’s highest rated restaurants (according to public reviews on
TripAdvisor as of June 2017), including the Top 3 listed below, are all located within a 15 minute
walk of The View Hotel? A great excuse to see more of the town and sample some fantastic dishes!
1.

The Green Almond - Vegetarian - 12, Grand Hotel Buildings, Compton St, BN21 4EJ

2.

Anema E Core - Italian - 8 Bolton Road, BN21 3JX

3.
“

Gr/Eat - Greek - 215-217 Terminus Road, BN21 3DH
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GoE Energy Conference 2017 - BOOK NOW!
The GoE has an online ticket ordering system that accepts payment by bank transfer, card
payments via PayPal and card payments over the phone:
● Purchase tickets online at GoE.ac/Conference/Register
● Phone the ticket hotline on +44 (0)1323 700 800 (UK) - lines open Monday to Friday,
9:30am to 3:00pm GMT
● Contact us at GoE.ac/Contact if you’d like more information about the conference,
speakers, workshops or anything else.
Tickets for the GoE Energy Conference 2017 are currently at a discounted rate of £179.00
(£300.00 RRP).
Your GoE Energy Conference 2017 Ticket Includes:
● Two days of NEW presentations, exciting workshops, energists networking, energy party,
Silvia Hartmann’s Modern Energy Art Exhibition, and much more!
Last year we had over 15 fantastic presentations, hands on workshops and the latest techniques
from the many top energists in MODERN energy from around the world.
● Comprehensive GoE Energy Conference 2017 Manual
Featuring conference information and presentations from this year and
our favourites from previous years. We work with a publisher and
printer to give you this professionally produced keepsake of your time
with us.
● GoE Energy Conference Goody Bag
These 100% cotton bags are perfect for all energists who love energy
to keep all of their conference objects in, and each year we’ll include a
unique GoE gift in each bag so you’ll remember the weekend for many
years to come! Each bag will also include the latest edition of The
Energist magazine!
● GoE Energy Conference Videos & Downloads
All presentations and workshops** are filmed at the GoE Energy Conference and as well as
getting to watch them after the conference, you’ll get access to the previous year’s video
downloads library, as well as PDF documents of the presentation notes!
** videos of every talk is not guaranteed to be made available, subject to any technical or legal issues
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